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Self-reflexivity is among the great joys of scholarly life. And even though – as Quentin
Compson’s example suggests – interrogating one’s own southern-ness for too long might have
deleterious consequences, our collective project seems to be at its most fascinating when we’re
most in the weeds – when the conversation turns (and turns feisty) around the meaning of the
very thing that draws us together. Despite winning the Hugh C. Holman award, Jennifer Rae
Greeson’s Our South: Geographic Fantasy and the Rise of National Literature has not dominated
such conversations – at least in my conference-going experience. Perhaps this is because its
expansive scope does not include twentieth- and twenty-first century literature, for which our
field has well-noted predilection, or perhaps because Our South was published by Harvard
University Press rather one of the familiar southern studies book series.
Regardless, Our South historicizes the ongoing imagining and reimagining of the South in ways
that are critical to understanding the very real consequences of these processes. The South, she
writes, “is a term of the imagination, a site of national fantasy. Our South is created in and
imbibed from our culture, and like any cultural construct, it means different things in different
times to different people. What remains constant across U.S. history is the conceptual structure
provided to us by our South: it is an internal other for the nation, an intrinsic part of the national
body that nonetheless is differentiated and held apart from the whole.” (1)
The essential notion here – that the South is produced and reproduced, over and over again – is
no longer contentious within the southern studies community (though to be sure, the same
cannot be said of the implications that follow from this idea). For many of us, the effort to
understand the various processes by which the South is made is both invigorating and liberating.
This project simultaneously gets us out of the business of defending canons, sidesteps the
problems of racism and parochialism, and raises the stakes of our work beyond what, in a global
context, is little more than a postage stamp of territory. But when we take this definition of the
South to its logical conclusion, it calls the sustainability of southern studies into question. Once
the myth is exposed, what work remains? What scholarly utility does “the South” have?
To answer that question, I have tried to step away from “Our South” – and by that, I don’t mean
I’ve moved from Old South to a New South, a Plantation South to a Postmodern South, or a U.S.
South to a Global South. Each of these moves has been enormously productive, and I hope, will
continue to be so. Even if just for a moment, I want to move from the South of southern studies,
cultural studies, and English studies in order to consider what Souths emerge from or prove
useful in the work of our colleagues in public health, economics, environmental science and
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ecology, and criminal justice, just to name a few. I want us to move – at least for a moment –
from a narrative South to a quantitative South.
For some reading this, such crossdisciplinary conversations about the South may be ongoing,
everyday elements of campus life, but for those in siloed institutional cultures, exposure to
these quantitative Souths may be more likely to happen via consumption of nonacademic
media. Here, I’m thinking of the emerging field of “data-driven journalism,” particularly the data
visualizations from researchers and journalists that seek to represent complex social
phenomena in easily shareable and tweetable formats. Interactive U.S. maps, in particular, are
favorites of the New York Times’s data-driven blog, “The Upshot,” as well as media outlets like
Slate and The Atlantic.
Regional differences can often seem stark in these maps. Consider for instance, this tool from
WalletHub (fig. 1), a site that bills itself as “a one-stop destination for all the tools and
information consumers and small business owners need to make better financial decisions and
save money.” The map accompanied a short article, “2014′s Best and Worst States for
Underprivileged Children.” The redder the state, the lower it falls on WalletHub’s ranking
system; the brighter green, the better.
Fig. 1. WalletHub’s “2014′s Best and Worst States for Underprivileged Children.”

From WalletHub.com.
Neither the map nor the essay has undergone any sort of peer review. I imagine (but can’t be
sure) that it was put together by team of recent J-School grads who are under pressure to get as
many clicks as possible. Certainly, then, it must be taken with a pillar, rather than a grain, of salt.
Nonetheless, it should be considered carefully if critically, given the sources upon which its
analysis is based. These include data on public school graduation rates, infant and child
mortality, rates of children living below the poverty line, etc., gathered from open sources like
the Census Bureau, the Departments of Health and Human Services and of Housing and Urban
Development, and the Centers for Disease Control.
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Perhaps my own prejudices and perspectives come into play, but when I look at this map, I can’t
help but see a red, relatively cohesive southern rim. Table 1, excerpted from the end of the
posting, confirms this gut response.
Table 1. “2014′s Best and Worst States for Underprivileged Children.”
Rank
State
40
Oklahoma
41
Louisiana
42
Kentucky
43
Georgia
44
Alabama
45
South Carolina
46
Arizona
47
New Mexico
48
Arkansas
49
Florida
50
District of Columbia
51
Mississippi
Adapted from WalletHub.com.
If WalletHub’s anonymity doesn’t inspire confidence, consider “Where are the Hardest Places to
Live in the U.S.?,” a long form article, digital slideshow, and map tool that were posted to the
New York Times’s “The Upshot.” Fig. 2 displays the results of The Upshot’s ranking of each
county of the United States on a scale of “Doing Better” to “Doing Worse”; dark green counties
are “doing” well, and orange counties are “doing” poorly. While this scale seems reductive, if
not silly, the six data points upon which it is based are deadly serious: “education (percentage of
residents with at least a bachelor’s degree), median household income, unemployment rate,
disability rate, life expectancy and obesity.” The result: The 10 lowest counties in the country, by
this ranking, include a cluster of six in the Appalachian Mountains of eastern Kentucky
(Breathitt, Clay, Jackson, Lee, Leslie and Magoffin), along with four others in various parts of the
rural South: Humphreys County, Miss.; East Carroll Parish, La.; Jefferson County, Ga.; and Lee
County, Ark.
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Fig. 2. “Where are the Hardest Places to Live in the U.S.?”

From “The Upshot,” New York Times.
Fig. 2 is, unfortunately, just a fixed image of the interactive map and lacks the full functionality
of the tool; hover over any county on the original, and you will get the specific metrics, including
its final ranking on their list.
Like the WalletHub map, The Upshot tool should elicit some skepticism. They are derived from
rankings, which are themselves predicated on data from a somewhat arbitrary selection of
categories. Certainly, the effort to establish a place as “Hard” via a scale of “Doing Better” to
“Doing Worse” lacks scholarly specificity and rigor. I cannot deny that it constructs a place,
imposing a coherence and unity on spaces inhabited by diverse communities and individuals. I
also cannot deny that, while that sense of place is limited, while it is constructed, it also emerges
from very real phenomena.
Indeed, scholars too have found them to be useful in accessibly conveying their message to
wider audiences, often in collaboration with data-driven journalists like The Upshot’s David
Leonhart. For instance, Fig. 3 represents the findings of the Equality of Opportunity Project, a
joint venture between economists a Harvard and UC-Berkeley. In a summary of the two
different papers, the team argues that “(1) Upward income mobility varies substantially within
the U.S. Areas with greater mobility tend to have five characteristics: less segregation, less
income inequality, better schools, greater social capital, and more stable families. (2) Contrary
to popular perception, economic mobility has not changed significantly over time; however, it is
consistently lower in the U.S. than in most developed countries” (Chetty, et al. “The Equality of
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Opportunity Project”). These findings would like have some traction in their academic
communities and perhaps in policy world, but the map near the front of their website opened
their findings to a much wider audience, including readers of the Washington Post’s and New
York Times’s websites.
Fig. 3. “Estimates of Absolute Upward Mobility Pooling 1980-82 and 1980-85 Cohorts”

From Chetty, et al. “Where is the Land of Opportunity?: The Geography of Intergenerational
Economic Mobility in the United States.”
As with Table 1 and the two previous maps, this map relies on counties as the primary
geographic makers. According to their website, the map represents “absolute upward mobility”
– that is to say, the likelihood that children born into low (below media) income families to
move up into another economic cohort. Lighter colors represent areas where children from lowincome families are more likely to move up in the income distribution; red where they are
unlikely.
Leonhart and The Upshot partnered with the research group to provide more tools, including
this map (Fig. 4), which offers simpler metric: “The chance a child raised in the bottom fifth rose
to the top fifth.” Rather than counties, this map relies on regional areas called “commuter
zones.”
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Fig. 4. “In Climbing Income Ladder, Location Matters.”

From “The Upshot,” New York Times.
Here, red represents the slimmest chance – four percent or less – that one could make this
climb.
Public health is another area in which maps have proven to be accessible media for articulating
complex social phenomena. The Centers for Disease Control, in particular, publishes and
regularly updates a wide variety of them, and in many of them, regions emerge as relatively
coherent entities.
Consider, for instance, Fig. 5, a map that represents stroke death rates for adults over 35
between 2008-2010.
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Fig. 5. Stroke Death Rates, 2008-2010, Adults, Ages 35+, by County From Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention Division for Heart Disease and Stroke Prevention
Or this CDC map (based on data from the U.S. Census Bureau) that displays the percentage of
the population living in poverty, again by county:

Fig. 6. Percentage of the Population Living in Poverty, 2012

From Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Division for Heart Disease and Stroke
Prevention
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Again, I want to hedge my argument and admit to every obvious problem in this sort of
visualization. First and foremost, they are reductive. In particular, the adherence to county lines
and boundaries represents space only and not the enormous differences in population from one
county to the next. Likewise, representing the data this way obscures the diversity of
experiences within each county. I grew up in Sumter, South Carolina – 2,439 out of 3,135 on The
Upshot’s ranking of easiest and hardest places to live in the U.S., and my wife is from Madison
Parish, which clocks in at 3,098 – the bottom ten percent. Neither of us could describe our
childhoods as anything less than privileged. Our current home – Fairfax, Virginia – is number 3,
but this ranking further obscures the County’s already nearly-invisible but still significant
homeless and food insecurity problem.
Even with their problems, these maps offer a reality that I cannot dismiss: place matters. Maybe
on the most macro-level, in the terms of the flow of global capital and cultural exchanges across
networks, our world is flat, but only the most privileged, the most exceptional are truly liberated
from any geographic determinism. In the long run, where individuals are profoundly shapes the
possibilities that lie ahead of them.
Indeed, our colleagues in other disciplines and fields are attuned to this. Last spring, in an effort
to get a more comprehensive idea of what sort of U.S. Souths emerge in other disciplines, I
followed the advice I give and requirements I present each year to first-year students in the
Research Methods seminar I teach in our Honors College: I went to the library website, learned
the best databases for a handful of disciplines, and I began to search. Specifically, I searched in
our librarian-recommended databases for:
 Business and Economics (Business Source Complete)
 Criminology (Criminal Justice Abstracts)
 Environmental Science (Environmental Complete)
 Health Sciences (Proquest Nursing & Allied Health)
 Life Sciences (BIOSIS Previews)
 Political Science (Worldwide Political Science Abstracts)
 Sociology (Sociological Abstracts)
These were somewhat arbitrary choices. I aimed for qualitative fields outside those southern
studies, English studies, and cultural studies might be in obvious dialogue, but also things that I
might at least understand as abstract, thus leaving out mathematics, physics, etc. In each case, I
limited my search to peer-reviewed works published between 2004-2013, and I did three
separate searches:
 Works with “southern states” or “southern United States” in the subject terms or
abstracts.
 Works with “northeast United States,” “northeastern states,” or “northeastern United
States” in the subject terms or abstracts.
 Works with “Midwest” in the subject terms or abstract.
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These terms did take a little figuring; as one would imagine, the majority of results from
searches for “south” and “northeast” would have nothing to do with the United States;
interestingly, the term “Midwest” refers entirely to the United States, and in most databases,
also pulls anything labeled “Midwestern.” After cleaning the results for outliers referring to
other nations, I found the following:
Table 2: Frequency of Geographic Signifiers in Various Databases
Database
Southern United
Northeast United
States/Southern
States/Northeastern
states
states
Biosis
831
946
Business Source
341
108
Complete
Criminal Justice
160
29
Abstracts
Environment
600
627
Complete
Worldwide Political
135
8
Science Abstracts
ProQuest Nursing &
214
136
Allied Health
Sociological
321
46
Abstracts

“Midwest”

519
428
126
977
57
763
217

My interest piqued, I began to dig a little further: I saved bibliographic references for all of the
results via Zotero, as handy a research tool as there is. When Zotero saves a citation, it also
saves the subject terms as “tags,” and after a little more searching, I found a bit of code that
allowed me to download the top four tags from each work into an Excel spreadsheet. From
there, I simply sought to figure out the frequency of certain types of tags. Rather than count
them by hand, I turned to one of many different solutions on the web. Wordle.net creates nifty
“word clouds” – visualizations that represent the frequency of words in a given bit of text, but it
can also spit out a list of commons words in the text and the frequency of each. After cleaning
out articles, prepositions, and the geographic signifiers themselves, I was able to arrive at rough
estimations of common topics from each of these searches.
Table 3. Commons words in tags – Business Source Complete
South (341 results)
Northeast (108 results)
Midwest (428 results)
Word
Count
Word
Count
Word
Count
Race
21
Dairy
21
Business
39
Relations
20
MANAGEMENT
11
Management
33
African/AFRICAN 18
ECONOMIC
39
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Conditions
Pollution
LABOR
Rights
Race

15
10
10
10
21

West
Middle
Education
Institutions
Associations
Electric

25
25
21
20
20
18
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Table 4. Common words in tags – Criminal Justice Abstracts
South (160 results)
Northeast (29 results)
Word
Count
Word
Count
COLLEGE
15
Finance
4
Students
15
Drinking
4
RACE
10
Beverages
3
Relations
9
Abuse
9
HISPANIC
8
AFRICAN
7
Rights
7

Midwest (126 results)
Word
Count
West
11
Finance
11
MIDDLE
11
COLLEGE
10
DRINKING
9
Abuse
7
Methamphetamine 6
Alcoholic
6

Table 5. Common words in tags – Environmental Source Complete
South (600 results)
Northeast (627 results)
Midwest (977 results)
Word
Count
Word
Count
Word
Count
Pine/PINE
45
NEW
71
Management
72
LOBLOLLY
21
York
40
WATER
59
SOYBEAN
14
AIR
34
ATMOSPHERIC
58
RICE
11
Atmospheric
33
Agriculture
54
African
8
pollution
26
CLIMATOLOGY
49
communities
24
Pollution
48
CARBON
47
Quality
45
CLIMATIC
45
CHANGES
45
AIR
41
Energy
40
Table 6. Common words in tags – Proquest & Allied Health
South (214 results)
Northeast (136 results)
Word
Count
Word
Count
African
25
Oncology
16
HIV
15
Hispanic
2
socioeconomic
7

Midwest (763 results)
Word
Count
Safety
14
Public
14
Education
13
Psychology
12
Health
12
WOMEN
11
Services
10
Education
9
COLLEGE
9
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Table 7. Common words in tags – Sociological Abstracts
South (321 results)
Northeast (46 results)
Word
Count
Word
Count
Black
48
no common tag
Whites
19
Race
14
Rural
15

Midwest (217 results)
Word
Count
Urban
11
Sex
7
Rural
7
Housing
6
Groups
6
Family
6

When I presented the earliest version of this material at the SSSL meeting, Scott Romine asked me an
obvious question that I hadn’t considered: what have we been doing? What common tags emerged in
literary study of the South?
I employed the same methodology to answer the question: I searched the MLA International
Bibliography for peer-reviewed works published between 2004-2013 for which “southern states” and
“southern United States” were subject terms. I added “American South” as an additional term, as trial
and error showed that it is not uncommon within this database, though never appearing as a tag in the
others. Only 179 results appear, which struck me as incomplete. In this database, it appears, work
produced by the southern literature community does not naturally cohere. In an effort to expand the
search, I rather arbitrarily and unscientifically added results from an additional search: everything
published in Mississippi Quarterly, Southern Literary Journal, and Southern Quarterly for this same time
period. This, I thought, would collect a representative sample of ten years of work in southern studies.
Once I combined the results and cleaned out the duplicates, I arrived at 852 unique results. Following
the same method, I arrived at this list of common words.
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Table 8. Common words in tags – MLA International Bibliography
Word
Count
1900-1999
527
novel
176
prose
120
1800-1899
111
poetry
76
story
70
short
70
RACE
69
William
49
fiction
48
African
46
Faulkner
45
1897-1962
45
AUTOBIOGRAPHY 39
folk
36
Our field’s well-known predilections are obvious: southern studies is dominated by conventional English
studies rather than cultural studies, and it prefers fiction over poetry, novels over short stories, the
twentieth century over other centuries (strongly so), Faulkner over other authors, and the topic of race
over all topics.
I am still trying to make some sense of these results. Incidental and anecdotal insights emerge, certainly.
For instance, the Environment Search Complete results have inspired me to align the representations of
old growth pine forests and the lumber industry in the works of Faulkner, Marjorie Kenan Rawlings, Zora
Neale Hurston, Janisse Ray, and others. More importantly, for scholars in quantitative fields, as for many
southern studies scholars, the South emerges as a coherent entity, if only from its particular racial
histories and its current racial demographics.
I’m not comfortable – and I doubt I ever will be – arguing that this method is comprehensive or
particularly sound. These tables represent one scholar’s efforts to determine what’s “trending” in
academic study of the South. At best, it’s suggestive – but productively so, confronting those in our field
with several critical questions, which are incumbent upon us to answer.
First, are we missing something? Are we neglecting some very real problems and phenomena that are
relatively localizable – that emerge from common histories, geographies, and environmental
circumstances and that are self-evident to our colleagues in quantitative fields? For social scientists and
public health professionals, racial demographics do indeed make the U.S. South a coherent and unique
entity. Likewise – and not likely coincidentally – so too do several public health measures. Should we
then focus some of our efforts on the question of HIV/AIDS, which has been curiously unrepresented in
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literature about the South? What can literature and culture tell us about phenomena with geographic
markers, like income inequality and lack of social mobility, and how can our particular scholarly tools
contribute to better understanding them? Ought we double-down on the sort of literature that Tom
Franklin has called “Grit Lit” (vii) – that is to say, on the works of writers like Erskine Caldwell, Zora Neale
Hurston, Dorothy Allison, Jesmyn Ward, Harry Crews, Larry Brown, and Tayari Jones who are attuned to
communities on the racial and economic margins of the U.S.? Or, perhaps, we simply ought to expand
Walker Percy’s notion of the “diagnostic novel” beyond its focus on maladies of the soul alone and
instead examine literature for insights into the cultural conditions and historical circumstances that help
foster the public health problems noted by our colleagues in other fields.
Second, if we do apply our narrative critical tools to examine these sorts of phenomena, how do we
avoid establishing “southern” as a pathology? While this essay’s title refers to “Quantitative Souths,”
what really emerges from these maps and tables is a Problem South, to borrow the title of Natalie Ring’s
book–a South that is unique from the rest of the nation in its particular constellation of poor outcomes.
Ring writes that beginning after Reconstruction and through the Progressive era, the “identification of
an array of regional problems particular to the South--high rates of illiteracy, diseased bodies, white
degeneration, a backward rural economy, and racial tensions” played a significant role in an emerging
nationalism and the establishment of a more robust state (19-20). Similarly, Greeson argues, the
ideologies of American exceptionalism might not be possible without ideas of a problematic South: “Our
South spatializes the gap between national ideal and national reality—between our better angels and
our frank demons—so that we may re-present the moral failings of U.S. life to ourselves as a matter of
geography” (4). And in The Nation’s Region, Leigh Anne Duck shows how the construction of the South
as “a site of profound cultural alterity” (9) provided “a prominent solution to the problem of explaining
poverty in a nation that defines itself as an engine of economic progress and a wellspring of individual
opportunity—the strategy of claiming that something about the poor is distinctly un-American” (98). If
we are to seriously engage problems that manifest in specific ways in this particular space, we must
determine how to avoid exacerbating the long tradition of projecting the nation’s problems onto one
region in order to maintain narratives of U.S. exceptionalism, which remove any shared sense of
responsibility for such problems and limit justifications for federal engagement to address them.
Ring’s Problem South is skeptical in its approach to the social sciences, rightfully pointing out how their
quantitative and qualitative studies did more than just study phenomena – they created the region
anew. While the construction of the South as a problem region – as a space in need of intervention –
may be ideologically fraught, such critique does not dismiss the very deeply concerning problems that
such work documented. We ought to retain much of Ring’s skepticism as we engage work in other
disciplines, and we must be mindful that (at least for now) the current moment in the social sciences is
significantly different from that which The Problem South documents. In its assessment, the social
science and public policies directed toward the South in the early twentieth century were part of a
progressive project to rehabilitate a wayward South and make it another economically productive space
for the nation. In contrast, much recent social science and public health work seeks to understand the
particular ways in which global capitalism and the neoliberal state have failed to bring about equitable
forms of prosperity. If such studies reflect any sort of national cultural anxiety, it is an anxiety about the
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U.S.’s decline, not about the region’s failure to participate in a broader American progress. For such
work, the object of study is rarely the South, but rather, troubling phenomena for which the South often
emerges as a locus.
As such, these quantitative Souths may be exceptional only in the breadth and scale of the failure of
national neoliberal policies within them. Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 demand that we consider why there are so few
opportunities for economic mobility in the region, particularly in Charlotte, Atlanta, and Birmingham—
exemplars both for early twentieth century “rehabilitation” of the South that Ring examines and for the
last capitalist transition from economies based on agriculture, shipping, and manufacturing to those of
real estate development, service sectors, and global finance. The lack of economic mobility in these
southern metropolitan areas does evince their backwardness at all. Instead, they may prove to be ahead
on the trajectory of national economic development, offering a glimpse of what will happen in the upper
Midwest and elsewhere as states like Ohio and Wisconsin adopt labor and tax policies similar to those
that have long dominated southern legislatures.
Third, and conversely: are flawed notions of a coherent and stable South limiting scholars in other
fields? If so, how might southern studies engage them in productive and corrective ways? It is entirely
possible that, in their collection and analysis of data, scholars in quantitative fields are falling victim to
the lure of the sorts of ideas about the South that the New Southern Studies has sought to challenge,
and that their work functions to reproduce this imagined community in their fields and in related policy
initiatives. Consider, for example Fig. 7, which I have taken from a factsheet from the Centers for
Disease Control that displays rates of new HIV/AIDS diagnoses in 2011.
Fig. 7. CDC Factsheet: Today’s HIV/AIDS Epidemic

Adapted from CDC Factsheet: “Today’s HIV/AIDS Epidemic”
Note here that the South has been constructed to include West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, the
District of Columbia, and Oklahoma. This construction seems rather arbitrary – indeed, I can find no
explanation for it. It certainly doesn’t follow the CDC’s own bureaucratic “health promotion regions”
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(CDC.gov). Here, two cities with high infection rates – Baltimore and Washington, D.C. – have been
included in the construction of a new version of the Problem South. This is as constructed a South as one
is likely to find, and just like many of the studies and programs documented in Ring’s Problem South, it is
used to generate expansive public policy interventions.
Finally, we must also consider the middle ground between these perspectives—namely, the possibility
that the recursive production and reproduction of the South have real and unfortunate public policy
consequences, which are exacerbating problems of public health, economic inequality, and access to
justice. These tables and images ought not to set up a binary between those in one camp, who, like Jon
Smith find the South to be, “a meaningless term, naming nothing but fantasies”(22), and those in
another, arguing that the South is made real in its problems and failures. Rather, we ought to look at
how the cultural phenomenon Scott Romine terms a “real/South” (“a set of anxious, transient, even
artificial intersections, sutures, or common surfaces between two concepts that are themselves
remarkably fluid” [2]) might exacerbate or even cause real problems – how cultural ideas about regional
identity and culture might have real public policy implications.
One final map, Fig. 8, helps illustrate this point. It is a map of the South, produced in 1861 and displaying
the slave populations of individual counties and parishes based upon the 1860 census. This map,
according to Susan Shulten, was “a favorite of President Lincoln during the Civil War” – when the South
was an undeniably real thing.
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Fig. 8. Map Showing the Distribution of the Slave Population of the Southern States and the United
States. Compiled from the Census of 1860

From the Library of Congress, American Memory Map Collections. Reprinted in Shulten, Mapping the
Nation.
Correlation is certainly not causation, but the similarities between this map and those I have presented
above are striking and likely surprise no one reading this.
Taken together, they suggest that race and region still retain scholarly and analytical utility. This has
proven to be a particularly compelling area of study for economic historians. In several papers published
between 1997 and 2006, Stanley Engerman and Kenneth Sokoloff argued that local and regional
histories of plantation slavery in the Americas have detrimental consequences to economic
development and inequality that persist even now. Summarizing the so-called “Engerman-Sokoloff
hypothesis,” economic historian Nathan Nunn writes the resulting conditions of inequality “adversely
affected the development of important institutions such as voting rights taxation, and the provision of
public schooling” (1). Building upon Engerman’s and Sokoloff’s work, Nunn has shown that the existence
of any form of slavery – not just large scale plantation slavery – is “negatively correlated with
subsequent economic growth” (abstract); like Engerman and Sokoloff, he argues that slavery “caused
economic inequality, which concentrated power in the hands of a small elite, adversely affecting the
development of domestic institutions needed for sustained economic growth.” In an August article
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synthesizing much of this research, the Boston Globe’s Stephen Mihm put it quite directly: “Where
slavery thrived, inequality rules today.”
Mihm, like Leonart, is a member of a new cohort of data journalists – writers who, among their other
tasks, seek to bridge the gap between the general public and scholars like Engerman and Sokoloff. In
much of their work, the U.S. South seems to emerging as a common theme – a unifying idea. In early
October, the Washington Post’s WonkBlog ran yet another of these pieces, “Why the South is the worst
place to live in the U.S. — in 10 charts,” drawing upon “data from a new report by the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development.”
The merit of such ranking systems is uneven at best, and that calls for our engagement. We must take
care not to be mystified by quantitative approaches to the South, the data they yield and the public
policy that follows from them; we must engage them with the balance of openness and skepticism that
we hope to instill in our students. I believe this to be urgent. Absent the understanding of culture and
context that our field(s) offer, data-driven decision-making can yield disastrous results. We have much
to contribute to these conversations and much to gain from our colleagues in other fields if we engage
their work and step forward to engage them.
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